Practising translation problem-solving to counteract domain loss and the erosion of specialized discourse in non-Anglophone cultures
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Due to the influence of the United States, English has long enjoyed a dominant position in the publishing world. This domination has impacted the dissemination of information in specialized fields internationally. English native writers can be claimed to enjoy a significant advantage insofar as they can more easily express their originality. Innovation tends to be formulated in one language only, thus precluding other cultures from developing their own conceptualization through specific lexico-semantic patterns. The risk is an impoverishment of creativity due to the domination of western world’s epistemological patterns. Countering this risk involves finding ways to ensure that specialized languages, as the expression of different discourse communities, are kept alive. This paper advocates engaging in translating from academic writers’ native language into English, and vice-versa. It is argued that a reflective practice of translation offers an effective means of identifying the various cultural voices in a field of research, using the translation process as a magnifying glass for the observation of cultural gaps within globalized fields of knowledge.

Reports of specialized translation master’s students discussing their translation decisions are studied so as to identify examples of conflicting views of the world in emerging and controversial fields such as “shadow banking” or “celebrity marketing”, in English and in French. The students’ justification of their decisions is examined in order to determine how they combine contextual knowledge and corpus observation to assess cultural divides and offer solutions to transfer meaning. Special focus is set on the clues which help students establish the connection between lexico-semantic variations and conflicting epistemological patterns. The observation of this decision process should clarify the conditions under which a reflective practice of translation helps developing writers’ awareness of domain loss. These findings result in recommendations for a didactic use of translation as part of becoming an effective academic writer.
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